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CUBELIFE
Chic, compact, lightweight and fully transportable – the future of the student, keyworker and
transient working population may rest in the arms of small but perfectly formed micro-homes
(not to mention the 'get-away-from-it-all' hideout from the urban hurly burly).
Gary Ramsay reports.

Stylish is not a word that has traditionally
been associated with many of the buildings
produced so far by offsite building methods.

But, as can be seen in this issue (and hopefully all around
as you read it in the aisles and seating areas of Futurebuild
2007), this criticism is being addressed with great aplomb
by a new breed of architects and designers.

Although not common yet in the UK, the concept

of micro-living represents a well-trodden path in
other areas of the world – see Japan and its fabled
businessman/commuter capsule hotels. But, change
is afoot: there is now an influential underground of
sleek, transportable cuboid living spaces starting to
enter the market here.

One of these is the micro-compact home (m-ch),
an invention of architect Richard Horden of Horden

Cherry Lee Architects Ltd, and members of the
Technical University Munich Institute, who developed
the design in conjunction with a team of students and
local practice, Lydia Haack + John Höpfner Architekten.

VILLAGE LIFE
The m-ch village – sponsored by telecomms
company O2 Germany – was commissioned by
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Amazingly the cube manages to include the
furniture, entertainment and communication
systems, a double bed on an upper level and
working table and dining space for four or
five people on the lower level. Fun and
functional plus the basics of modern living.

Munich’s student housing authority, Studentenwerk
Munich, and the first homes were unveiled at a seven-
unit demonstration village on the Munich Institute
campus in November 2005. The size of the homes
can be seen by comparing them to the size of the
Mercedes in the photo above – very small but with all
mod-cons and utilities attached. So what is it like to
live in? Amazingly the cube manages to include the
furniture, entertainment and communication systems, a
double bed on an upper level and working table and
dining space for four or five people on the lower level –
fun and functional plus the basics of modern living, all
delivered in a 19 cubic metres block, that measures 8ft
x 9ft (2.66m) on its side.

The lightweight 1.8t structure (there is a 1.4t
option as well) is factory-manufactured and
delivered onsite complete. The units are designed
with helicopter lifting points, so they can literally be
placed in any landscape. Once in place, the unit is
installed on a three-legged base that can be
adjusted to deal with any sloping foundation. The
micro piles allow for a very low environmental
impact and careful positioning of the units next to
trees and other sensitive areas. The 'floating' effect
also provides natural airflow between the cube and
the ground surface.

The homes are timber frame and panel, with
insulated vacuum aluminium cladding within the
roof – increasing thermal efficiency and reducing
weight. In a standard cold European winter the m-ch
is expected to use 348kWh per month and
123kWh in the summer. The small internal space
means that air heats and cools quickly. The units
have a superb environmental profile, as according
to the designers, they can be returned to the

factory and are completely recycled when they
reach the end of their lifespan. The aluminium can
be recycled with only 0.3 per cent waste in the
process and with only 11 per cent of the energy
required to make the metal initially. The units have
photovoltaic solar panels, a vertical-axis wind
generator mounted on the roof and the standard
m-ch requires minimal electrical supply, water and
drainage – at the end of the experimental one-term
period, the six students and Professor Horden were
so comfortable they chose to continue living in
their homes for the rest of the academic year. 

“The m-ch is an entirely new concept for living,”
says Professor Horden. “It is an instrument rather
than space within which to put objects for living ie
chairs, tables kitchen appliances. I believe it is
more practical to approach factory production
homes in this way, producing only volume is
wasteful in terms of transport and factory space.
We wanted to produce a precision ‘instrument for
living’, combining architecture and product design

IMAGE: Micro-compact homes can exist in any landscape ©m-ch
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As building technology and offsite systems develop, the nature of living space is continually changing.
Add to this spiralling land costs, a ridiculously overpriced housing market and having the right personal
space is more important than ever before, so designers, developers and architects are constantly
having to think smarter.

informed by production in the aviation, marine and auto
industries, then to integrate electronics, furniture, lighting and
sound without being aware of each as a product.”

The m-ch can bring a touch of modern life to the
most remote areas and demonstrates how state-of-
the-art technology can live alongside a superbly
conceived piece of offsite architecture and construction,
in fact, the m-ch went on to win the Best Innovative
Technology category at the 2006 National
Homebuilder Design Awards. It does come at a price
of course, fully delivered and installed they weigh in
at nearly £55,000, but what they demonstrate is an
efficiency of space and use of material that make

them a fascinating, albeit, slightly extreme, example
of what can be done to ease housing shortages or
accommodate people on a makeshift, or temporary
basis. Plus, its portability gives it an endless list of
possible uses – perfect press boxes for the 2012
Olympics, anyone?

SPACE INVADERS
As building technology and offsite systems develop,
the nature of living space is continually changing.
Add to this spiralling land costs, a ridiculously
overpriced housing market and having the right
personal space is more important than ever before,

so designers, developers and architects are
constantly having to think smarter.

Architect and designer of the m-house
(pronounced mouse), Tim Pyne, has introduced a
new level of offsite design and build to the
architectural arena. With the support of Consultant
Barrister James Hines, Architect Michael Howe and
Neil Thomas, a Professor of Product Design at the
Royal College of Art, they have redefined what we
know as a mobile home. 

The m-house is a slick modern home that
dispenses with foundations and can be delivered
within 12 weeks. Providing over 1000sq ft of

The Tumbleweed Home

In the USA, the Tiny Tumbleweed Home is
doing much the same as the m-ch and
m-house: a sustainable fully mobile
'ready-made' home. Fully kitted out from
the factory, they come as a 'ready-made'
with a cathedral ceiling, vented sleeping
loft for two, retractable table and vanity
area, more than 200 cubic feet of storage,
a double burner, shower, toilet, six-gallon
water heater, a stainless steel counter,
refrigerator and sink. What more do you
need? Throw in some Douglas Fir flooring,
knotty pine interior wall finish, peaked
gable windows, a loft with ladder, a cast-
iron gas heater handcrafted metal screen,
for £26,000 ($51,000) and you have yet
more sleek, designer offsite manufactured
homes for a very, very attractive price.
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“The perfect brilliance of the m-house lies in the level of thought that has
gone into designing it, the quality of its factory manufacture and how Tim Pyne
has used the product of this mix of new standards to address the crises
facing Britain’s housing.”

contemporary space, with an eight ft high ceiling, it
comes in two pieces that slot together. The two
sections come on wheels and essentially are two
caravans, with the chassis and wheels hidden
beneath a projecting deck apron. This wheely status
means that when used for residential purposes, the
m-house neatly bypasses many planning permission
regulations and is not subject to VAT or stamp duty –
a major boost to any prospective housebuyer. 

Flat-packed into two 40’ standard shipping
containers, the steel frame is clad on the inside with
birch ply or plasterboard and on the outside with
aluminium, shiplap or render. Kevin McCloud,
Presenter of Grand Designs and all-round cultural
commentator has enthused over the m-house in
particular. “The perfect brilliance of the m-house lies
in the level of thought that has gone into designing

it, the quality of its factory manufacture and how
Tim Pyne has used the product of this mix of new
standards to address the crises facing Britain’s
housing. We live in one of the most overcrowded
countries in the world; we have a serious skills
shortage in the housing industry, and our planning
structure is creaking under the weight of applications.
The m-house deals with these problems one by one.” 

The m-house comes with a fitted kitchen, storage
space, a bathroom with shower and bath, underfloor
heating and kingsize bed decks. Again, they aren’t
cheap. The price of a two-bedroom m-house ready
to move into is around £100,000 and a glorified
caravan for £100,000 is not to be sniffed at, but
then again you don't need a team of builders to put
it together, and if you move, you can take it with
you. And, according to Tim Pyne, it should be

maintenance-free for around 100 years!
“The m-house is constructed using the best quality

materials and components available,” says Pyne.
“It’s also very highly insulated. The roof is a
maintenance-free standing seam aluminium system
which will cope with the most extreme site conditions;
the windows are from Scandinavia and are of the
highest specification we could find. The six metre
wide dimension is crucial; we don’t think you can
happily live for any length of time in a narrower
building. This is a building for life. Everyone who
visits our show m-house leaves completely in love
with it.” For those to be convinced of the veracity of
the m-house, a finished and furnished ‘double-wide’
m-house is available for viewing in a meadow just
outside Canterbury. And just to prove they have
thought of everything, there is even an m-houseboat

IMAGE: m-house offers a fully transportable, fully formed living space ©m-house

– KEVIN MCCLOUD - Presenter, Grand Designs
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The m-ch has a clear marketing angle as a self-styled space for ‘short living’ – “intended
for informed single people with a mobile work or leisure orientated lifestyle, and a desire
to minimise material use and broaden life experiences... ”

in production that floats on low-maintenance air tanks. 

DESIGNER DAYDREAMS
The m-ch has a clear marketing angle as a self-
styled space for ‘short living’ – “intended for informed
single people with a mobile work- or leisure-
orientated lifestyle, and a desire to minimise material
use and broaden life experiences,” to be precise. A
bold and ambitious claim but underneath the
hyperbole, the truth is that these homes, or studios,

or offices, all have the ability to be situated in any
location or landscape. Fling in some internet connectivity
and flat screen TV, neat hi-fi, fridge and modern
lighting and you have a living space to die for. And if
you don’t like it, and you’re sick of where you are
living, you can uproot yourself and go and live somewhere
else like some super-cool new-age traveller. 

The only difference between micro-homes and a
traditional building is size and that they have been
created with the latest technology, in the newest

factories, and arrive in kits or as a fully formed
structure. So companies such as m-ch, m-house
and Mikano, (who with the help of Kingspan) are
also creating swish offsite modular self-contained
units to a high design specification, should be
applauded for introducing something imaginative,
and fulfilling a particularly peculiar modern
architectural need: affordable but stylish, visually
exciting living, for a growing, mobile and more
discerning generation of consumers.

Richard Horden, Director of Horden Cherry Lee Architects and creator of m-ch and Tim Pyne, the designer of the m-house will be speaking at the OSC
Magazine Small is Beautiful seminar – a look at micro design and its application to innovation and contemporary living at Futurebuild: 27 Feb 2007.


